Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee
July 20th, 2016, Dawn Lucian Board Room, 12:30-2:00pm

Agenda

I. Consent Agenda – Minutes: 6/8/16

II. New Program Proposals - (1503’s & PNOI’s)

III. Program Change Proposals – (1503’s)
   1503 – Health and Society Minor
   1503 – American Studies Major
   1503 – Psychology Major
   1503 – Computer Engineering and Systems
   1503 – Urban Studies Minor

IV. New Course Proposals
   TCSS 562 – Software Engineering for Cloud Computing
   TCSS 478 – Fundamentals of Bioinformatics
   TUNIV111 – Explore and Discover: An Intro. to UWT’s Majors
   TEDUC491 – Tutoring Internship
   TBIOMD350 – Introduction to Epidemiology
   THIST101 – Introduction to History Methods
   TMATH498 – Directed Readings in Math
   TPSYCH265 – Motivational Bases of Behavior
   TEDUC473 – Math, Power and Society (+ Diversity Designation)

V. Course Change Proposals
   TSOCW524 – Professional Foundation Practicum
   TSOCW525 – Advanced Concentration Practicum
   TCES 201, 202, - (Courses being dropped and replaced by 142, 143)
   TCES 372, 420, 460, 482 – (Credit changes to reflect curricular changes)

VI. Graduation Petitions - two petitions to review